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A thousand years in this world and another thousand  
how beautifully deceptive you are, my soul  
and how wonderful is my time, what splendid company. 
 
These are days of decorated windows  
season songs  
saved souls on land and at sea. 
 
We had furious days  
with no acts of love  
no peaceful winds. 
 
Only passages and passages, passages of time. 
 
Endless hours like constellations and waves  
as merciless as the eyes of memory,  
another memory and it’s not enough yet,  
vanished things, faces and then the future. 
 
Future encounters of beautiful and wicked lovers  
will be clashes  
will be like hunting with dogs and wild boars  
will be run-ups, bites and troubles 
for another thousand years.  
 
A thousand years in this world and another thousand 
how beautifully deceptive you are, my soul  
and how wonderful is my time, what splendid company. 
 
I spied on myself while illuding myself and failing  
miscarrying kids like dreams.  
I watched myself crying in a mirror made out of snow  
I watched myself laughing  
I watched myself from behind while I was leaving. 
 
I greet you from tomorrow’s countries  
which are visions of peasant souls  
flying around the world. 
 
A thousand years in this world and another thousand  
how beautifully deceptive you are, my soul  
and how wonderful is my time, what solitude,  
what splendid company. 


